James Joyce (1882 - 1941)
LIFE

1902: he established himself on the continent
spent some time in Paris

period of complete self-destruction:
poverty (borrowing from friends / acquaintances / strangers ...)
drinking too much (together with his father)
dissolute idleness - prostitutes

16 June 1904: the day of Joyce's first date with his future wife Nora Barnacle
she was his lifelong companion: they had a son and a daughter but he married her only in 1931

October 1907: 36 short poems, *Chamber Music*

1905: he wrote "Dubliners", a collection of short stories
they were not published until 1914

1914: *Ulysses" (1914 - 1921)
publication begins in serial form

1918: American journal *The Little Review*

1919: London literary journal *The Egoist*
by his friend Sylvia Beach

1920: the publication was stopped by a complaint from the American Society for the Prevention of Vice, which claimed it was pornographic
after five instalments the publication was stopped because it was found obscene

1922: *Ulysses* published in book form
it was published in the USA in 1934 and in Britain in 1936
tremendous impact

1939: *Finnegans Wake* appeared
the Joyces went back to Zurich because of the war

1941: death

1903: his mother's fatal illness in 1903 brought him back to Dublin

September 1904: he left Dublin and Ireland but never wrote about anywhere else

Joyce's first ten years abroad were very difficult
he gave private lessons and work in a bank to support his family
daughter's schizophrenia

1905: he wrote "Dubliners", a collection of short stories
they were not published until 1914

1907: 36 short poems, *Chamber Music*

1914: "A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man" began to appear in "The Egoist"
helped by Ezra Pound
naturalistic drama *Exiles*

the War: he moved to Zurich
his financial difficulties continued
he also had problems with his health
1917: he underwent the first of many eye operations to prevent him from becoming blind
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